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Trauma is a major scourge in the developing world with

almost 90% of trauma-related deaths occurring in low- and

middle-income countries (LMICs) [1]. A major part of the

mortality is at the scene, and preventative strategies can

address this burden of disease; however, a second surge in

mortality occurs in the post-acute period, particularly in the

critically ill who end up in the ICU.

Grimes recently showed that the treatment of the injured

is a cost-effective exercise when compared to the treatment

of HIV–AIDS [2], and thus, this symposium is timely as it

aims to address aspects relevant to both the developed

economies and LMICs.

Critical care is more than just a place; rather, it is a care

concept. Critical care of the severely injured begins in the

emergency department and continues through the operative

phase of trauma care (not specifically addressed in this

symposium), and in later ICU or ward care. This IATSIC

Symposium aims to highlight some of the major aspects of

management of the critically ill. Firstly, touching on

aspects relevant to the acute care phase, Pillay addresses

issues related to safe rapid sequence intubation (with a

focus on the LMIC), while Hardcastle and colleagues

address the practical aspects around optimal ventilation

(from admission to the later ICU phase) [3, 4]. Both of

these articles aim to highlight how erroneous extrapolation

of research in a vastly different environment is often

wrongly used to derive treatment guidelines for the early

resuscitation phase of care. This inappropriate use of

‘‘evidence-based medicine’’ may lead to poorer outcomes

[5].

These two papers highlight the need for safe induction

agents, appropriate use of muscle relaxation and the need

for a different ventilation approach in the early phase of

resuscitation, where reversal of metabolic acidosis is

paramount, compared to the patient with severe lung

pathology later on in the ICU phase of care [3, 4]. A recent

systematic review has drawn similar conclusions on the

aspects around optimal ventilation [6].

The issues around fluid therapy options, debates around

the fluid types and interpretation of fluid balance are

addressed with a particular bent toward the LMICs by Wise

and co-authors [7]. This is a very comprehensive overview,

examining the basics, and most of the issues are discussed

in light of the limited access to blood transfusion in LMICs

where it is often necessary to consider other options, such

as colloids or blood substitutes, despite the limited avail-

ability of these drugs. While the colloids do not carry

oxygen, they do allow for less edema and may reduce

bowel-anastomotic leaks when compared to the exclusive

use of crystalloids, which is often pushed as the optimal

choice; however, this has been poorly studied to date, not

to mention the proposed beneficial effect on the glycocalyx

of colloids [8]. More recent work suggests that the effect on

renal dysfunction in patients receiving colloids may have

been overstated [9]. Blood substitutes were, until recently,

considered anathema in the developed world environment,

but the use of Hemopure� remains an option as an oxygen

bridge in the developing world.

Once the patient has survived all of the phases of

resuscitation, surgical intervention and usual ICU care

there will be those who remain in a state of refractory
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hypoxia. For this group of patients, the advanced modes

of ventilation may not work and extracorporeal oxy-

genation remains the only alternative. This came into its

own with the SARS outbreaks, but some recent work has

shown that selected trauma patients may benefit as well.

David Zonies, from Oregon, shares an overview of the

literature and some personal insights into the use of this

fairly new therapeutic option, which is, unfortunately,

somewhat restricted to the higher income country scenario

at present [10]. As the outcomes and potential advantages

of this concept become clearer and devices become more

cost-effective, then the LMIC countries may find a place

for this therapy.

Sepsis remains the major cause of late death in the

trauma patient [11]. Ramsamy and co-workers give a

useful overview of the need for circumspection in the use

of antimicrobials and the need for good surveillance,

antibiotic stewardship and rational prescribing [12]. To not

heed their warning will lead to further antimicrobial

resistance, increasing mortality and frustration among

clinicians whose hands are tied due to a lack of available

drugs to treat sepsis in the near future. This is not only a

problem in the high-income developed countries, but a

rapidly emerging problem in LMICs too.

In conclusion, we hope that the topics covered in this

symposium are found to be both useful for daily practice

and relevant to optimizing patient care, wherever the

emergency physician, trauma surgeon or anesthesiologist

and intensivist are based. Some of these aspects may be

particularly pertinent to physicians from high-income

countries doing developmental outreach work in LMICs.

Furthermore, the articles will provide good educational

overviews for surgeons-in-training.
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